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The Enquiry 
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary 

Our birth is ~, u t n s l 0 e 1J and a forgetting : 
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star, 

Hath had elsewhere its setting, 
And cometh from afar: 

Not in entire forgetfulness, 
And not in utter nakedness, 

But trailing c~ouds of glory do we come 
From God, who is our home: 

Heaven lies about us in our infancy-! 
Shades of the prison-house begin to ·clo~e 

Upon the growing Boy 
But he 

Beholds the light, ann whence it flows, 
He sees it in his joy; 

The Youth, who daily farther from the east 
Must travel, st.ill is Nature's Priest, 
And by the vision splen~id 
Is on his way attenderl; 

At length the Man rerceives it die away'-, 
find fa~e into the light of common day. 
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w-; W o r d s w or t h 
"Intimations of 
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POLICY ******THE ENQUIRY****** 

Any person involved with the Editor: Ms. Pris c i 11 a 
seminary may submit material ( i.e. 
articles, letters, creative writing, Staff: 
reviews, reports on inrlividual 

Palmer 
Don Hall 
Isamu llilatsumoto 
Dan Sparkman 
Larkin Rossitter 
Dr. Nations 

seminary group events, etc.) to 
The Enquiry. 
--Material longer than one µage Advisor: 
typed double spaced may be cut if 
necessary. Everything must be 
siened. 

Because we want to publish as 
rliverse a selection of perspectives 
rs possible, ~-ny· subject is welcome. 
Naturally, the items.will reflect 
the opinion of the author, and· 
may in no way reflect the icteas of 
the erlitor or her st?ff._. 

********************· 

.It is with ceep love and 
aopreciation that ·I dedicate this 
i s s u e o f t h e En q u i r y t o two '·' n e w" 
people in my life who have helped 
my father and myself exp~rience new· 
life and hop~. Pven RS they walked 
through their own time of'8rief with 
dienity and courage, they str~ngthend 
ue. 

So it is with:this issue, I hope 
to thank my husband, Lon, ~nd·my 
gracious step-mother, Louise Yelvington 
Denham, by helping others to learn to 
deal with death and life-even as they 
helped my father and myself. 

Priscilla Palmer 



A THEOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO DEATH: PERSONAL ESCHATOLOGY 
Is There An Afterlife? 

by Larkin Rossitter 

. :"The notion of the complete extinction of the personality at 
death is often difficult to reconcile with our daily.experience. A 
man who has been a boon companion for days and years leaves at 
death a great void in our lives; our habits must be adjusted to his 
absence; we think of him often; his influence lingers with us; our 
visual and auditory memories are for some time so vivid that the ,· 
mere thought of him gives him back to us in living presence; at 
night we dream that we see him and talk to him. 111 A person can 
mean so much to us that we cannot believe this one to be completely 
non-existent. Such an experience has lead pre-historic, historical 
and modern human beings to postulate or·conclude that there is an 
afterlife. Another existential reason for believing in an after-
life is the inabllity·of people to accept their own individual per-
sonal destruction. I find it hard to believe that itts all over 
for me when I die. These two experiences of personal incredulence 
suggest a theory: There is a dimension to each person's human 
existence which transcends that person's body and environment. 
But there is a frightening corollary to this theorem which I state 
in the form of a question: Does this transcendant dimension have 
any meaning wi:t,hout the body and its environment? 

To respond to the theorem and its questioning corollary requires 
first a probe into the nature of human existence--the body, the 
environment, the transcendant dimension. From an analysis of the 
New·Testament witness, Oscar Cullman proclaims that the "Body and 
soul are both originally good insofar as they are created by God; 
they are both bad insofar as the deadly power of the flesh has hold 
of them. Both ca~ and must be set free. by the quickening power of 
-tl:le- Holy Spirit. 11 Cullman, here ·speaking wi ~,the Christian 
tradition, suggests that there are two dimensions to each human 
nature (hereafter refered to as the "living soul"). His transcending 
dimension is called soul--to prevent confusion I will refer to this 
as human spirit. The other dimension is the human body. The living 
soul is plunged into an existence under the potential influence of 
the flesh/evil or of the Holy Spirit--such is the environment. If 
one accepts this scema of lif~s dimensions and their relationships, 
one has a problem. One must agree with Dale Moody that "Man is a 
living soul, and the severance of the human spirit from the human 
body is physical death. 113 Herein lies the crisis: what happens to m..: 
the human spirit at death? Apparently the human body decays to dust 
and eventually to the chemicals of which it is made. But no c:1e 
really k.nows whether the human spirit decays with the body, goes 
into nonr8xistence, or becomes immortalized. Is the transcendant 
dimension of human existence personal and eternal? Does one say . 
with Henry J. Cadbury "Any future life, like every present life, is 
the individual work of God. Man as man is not inherently immortal, 
nor indeed is any part of him. His body and soul both come into 
being 9-l'ld they both can go out of being and can both c_ome back into 
being 11LI- · · . , 

There seems to me to be three alternatives regarding the after-
life: 1) when you're dead you're dead, total non-existence--this 
view is held by a very few participants.in organized religions, it 
is usually believed by atheists and agnostics; 2) immersion into 
some non-personal unity--this position includes the Eastern religions' 
idea of Nirvana, Judaism's concept 'of living on in one's posterity, 
and Alfred Whitehead's "memory of God"; 3) personal, individual, 
conscious spirit--most Moslems,most Christians and a few Jews adopt 
this view. (continued) 



( "An Afterlife? continued) ,. :,- . 
The--first alternative I find te,rribly inadequate. The second 
makes sense in our current experience of the universe. But per-
spective .three meets some real personal needs--knowing my love is 
not transitory but everlasting; acc_ep,ting that I must• take respon-
sibility· for my actio_ns and all their, ramifications, belfeving jus-
tice and mercy are paradigms for my own imitation because somewhere, 
somehow, someday these will be fulfilled. ' 

For the final need which a personal afterlife fulfills, I return 
to the cri.sis out of which the question developed: death. Belief 
in an afterlife can make.death less threatening and destructive. 
Ray Summers suggests that Jesus' reference to death as sleep was sci 
that his oontemporaries could see 110-eath as something which brought 
quiet and rest rather th_~n something which was to be feared as a 
great enemy. 115 We .are liperated from the. fear of death, liberated 
to get on with l_ivi-ng, an~ if. we must lay, dovm our :life for our bro-
ther or sister-we can do it.. I cannot believe that the dimension · 
of my life which transcends this body and world will be allowed to 
decay. If there really is a God who created me and my current env-i-
ronment, then that same God ca.n create a new existence for me after 
my death. Besides even if there is no afterlife, such a conception 
has made sense out of my existence and gives me hope for a future-
the very power to live a full life now. 

1. Man's Religion's by John B.Noss, L~th edition, (London: 
The Macmillan Company,1969) p.20. 

2. "Immortality of the Soul or Resurrection of the Dead?" by 
Oscar Cullman in Immortalitytand Resurrection edited-by Kristen 
Stendahl, (r\:ew York: The Macmillan Company,1965) p~27 •. 

J. The Hope of Glory by Dale Moody, (Grand -Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964)p.41. 
4. "Intimations of Immortality in the Thought of Jesus" by Henry J. 

Cadbury, in Immortality and Resurrection (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1965) p.148. 

5. The Life Beyond by Ray Summers, (Nashville: Broadmen Press, 1959) 
p.9. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Lord, 
I never. understood before 

the ~mpact of your humanity. 
Until. • • 

the tears of a friend 
seen through tears of my ovm. • • 

the knowledge _tnat, l,ike us, you also 
lost a parent before you were thirty ••• 

and the realization grasped :-' . 
that you dicl not cheerfully will 
our grievine·into being, 

but cried with us -- sharing our pain. 

Your purpose was not a virgin birth 
or a dramatic cross 

but a daily living 
so' I can know 

we do not cry alone. 

P. Lane 



SYMPOSIUM "ON DEATH AND DYING" SCHEDULE 

Thursday, April 24, 1975 
10:00.'.A.M. Charles K. Robinson, Professor of Philosophical Theo-
Chapel logy, Divinity School, Duke University. "Some recent 

Philosophical/Theological Approaches on the Problem of 
'Death and Dying'." 

7:30 P.M. Thomas E. Dougherty Jr., Visiting Professor of Pas~ 
Commons Room toral Care, Associate Director of Pastoral Counseling 

. Center, North Carolina Baptist Hospital. "Dying 
As Experience--Personally and Pastorally". 

Three Films on Death and Dying will be shown in the Library .Thursday, 
April 24, at 11:00 A.M., 1:00 P.M., J:QO P.M.: 
1. How Could I Not Be Among You? by Thomas Reichman.(28 minutes) 
2. The Dying Patient (10 minutes) · 
J. Until I Die by Kubler-Ross (28 minutes) 
You will be able to see all three films at each of the three times. 

Friday, April 
10:00 A.M. 
Commons Room 

25, 1975 
During this hour there will be a panel discussion 

on "Biblical, Theological, and Christian Issues 
of Death and Dying" led by Professors John I. 
Durham, Thomas A.· Bland, John Colin Harris and 
others. 

This symposium is sponsor0d by the 113ons of the Prophets". 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Letter: To Editor 

As a woman unequivocally involved 
in ministry, i~ was with interest 
that I read ih~ March 21 issue of 
Enquiry. 

It was much t? my dismay and 

STUDENT PASTORATES 
& 

INTFRESTS OF OTHTIRS 

Robert 
Richarc!son 

chagrin, however, th8t the total Since I began my work in the 
presentation wns the antithesis of ~leld Education Jfficc two years 
what you apparently purported to ago, the number of students at 
present. . Southeastern Seminary has 

Notinf the eciitor's objective gre?tly increased. The number 
of this issue as stated on C~ver IV, of Baptist churches in the 
that being •• ••• to celebrate two vicinity of Wake For~st has 
events in life," i.e., the Rr:'surrection not. This means that the 
and the role_ of women in ministry, proportion of the student 
it became quite obvious which of the body that is able to fine 
two took prece~ence. The elimination renumerative work in the 
of the Resurrection thPme serves as churches is r;oing down 2 s_. t.he 
a proof-text for those who would number of stu~Pnts is gain~ up. 
question the theological responsi- This siturtion calls for even 
bility of women. Could not the greater effort on the p~rt of 
women who wrote re: the "role" have the seminary to discover 
rather fulfilled that role practically every 097ortunity for student 
by prrsenting some fresh and vital emnloyment in the churches. 
meditation and insi~ht into the It also calls for increased· 
Faster theme? efforts on the part ,)f students 

Personally, ~urin8 our furlough t~ help one another. Som~ of 
yea~ here at SEBTS, I h~ve s~oken the ways in which students try 
some 40 times, sharing Chris~, to help one ~nother--such as 
His mission, and practical Christian recommen~inG one's own suc-
truth. As a woman who has found cessor--are questionable in terms 
tot?l f~lfillment in this capacity, of ministerial ethics. One way 
I confess that never once have I in which a student can ethically 
found it necessary to defend myself help his fellow students is to 
as a woman; rather, peo~le listen put any church lo0kinG for a 
when we have something to s~y. minister in touch with the Field 

Exploring anew the eternal truths Education Office. 
emboc.ies in the Resurrection, it is Another way in which stu-
impossible for me to stand in the dents c~n h0lp ·thefr fellc~ ~tu8ents 
glorious lisht of His Love an~ His is to remain in the churches 
Life an~ speak of anything other which they were servinB before 
than--HH1. enterinr, seminr1.ry. Hhen a 

Eleine Herrin stu~ent who is elready serving 

The SCIT:'TJ'rJFIC & PROFE'3SION/'.'L 
?~TFRP~IS~S will m~ke avrilnhle to 
any interestef readers an in-
formation sheet of summer jobs 
searching. This is ?bs0lutely free, 
and ;ill that is necPssery is that 
the stu~ent request this from them 

a church within e couple of 
hunrrer miles of Southenstern 
tries to ?et l0c~tec closer to 
sch-)ol, he 1Jlaces himself in 
com,)ctition with students who 
hnve no church 2n~ who woulc be 
happy t0 have oni even that far 
away. If the studPnt d~~s 

an~ enclosP ? stamoed self rdfr~sscct succeed in ~etting closer, it is 
envelope. They do reserrch in this unlikely that the church he is 
area, an~ are m re than hapny to 
release this tn students in search 
of summer jobs. 

College 
2237 Fl 

Division 
Camin© Real 
CA 94306 

leaving will call another student 
from the ~emin~ry. 

Students can also help them-
selves an~ others by seeking 
church-work in the area from 

cont. 



THE ULTIMATE REMINDER 
(In Memory of Charles R. Evans,Sr.) 

When someone very special has 
been taken away from us by death, 
we must face this and deal with it. 
We must not deny the very thing 
that is causing us grief, but we 
must face it and accept it. We 
~face it and accept it. 
- Because of what has happened 
to us, we will not be the same. 
Depending on the way we respond 
to this death of our loved one, 
we will be either stronger or weak-
er. The deceased would want us to 
come out of this experience stron-
ger, not weaker. He would want us 
to live on, head high, representing 
him the best we know how, the best 
we possibly can. 

A little girl and her father 
together planted a tree. To the 
little girl this was a very special 
tree; it reminded her of her fa-
ther. We can be thankful for those 
things that together we planted 
with our love 0110. We can be ·_-
thankful for those thines we·dtd 
together that have special meaning 
to us. We can be thankful for 
those things that we planted to-
gether that will remind us of our 
deceased love one and be a memo-
rial to him. 

We can be thankful that we do 
not have to go through times of 
grief like these alone. We have 
friends standing by to comfort us. 
We have God to comfort us. 

We can be comforted by the 
revelation in Jesus Christ that 
God is not a vindictive or mean 
God, but that He is a God of love, 
A God of understanding, a God of 
forgiveness, and a God of grace. 
Jesus revealed to us that God is 
like a lo1ting Father who welcomes 
his children home. 

We can be comforted that God 
is not Someone we need to be afraid 
of, but He is Someone we can trust. 
He is a God we can trust even with 
our biggest problems, our biggest 
doubts, our biggest worries and 
our biggest needs. 

We can be comforted that be-
cause of God's love, our love one 
not only will live on in our memo-
ries, but he will also live on 
Nith God.. 

EDITORIAL 

Death is not a pleasant sub-
ject. It is always a difficult 
thing to discuss--even on a purely 
intellectual level. I think this · 
is because we are all aNare that 
death is something we must all 
experience, through the death of 
loved ones and finally our own. 
Death is even more fearsome be-
cause it is not only inevitable, 
but the timing is uncertain. The 
paradox of knowing /not lmowino-
heigh tens our discomfort. Many 
have opted for an ostrich approach 
"If I don't see it, it can't hurt 
me." Others have decided they 
will wait until they are forced 
to confront the issue, and then 
they -,,.,rill deal with the emotional 
adjustments. Some can say "The 
Lord. giveth, and the Lord taketh," 
and avoid ever having to come to 
grips with the doep problem of 
understanding. Unfortunately, 
none of these solutions are suf-
ficient for a Christian who is 
called to minister and comfort 
others in all areas of Life. We 
of all people must accept death 
as a part of life--as necessary 
to deal with and as inexplicable 
as birth. There are no complete 
ansv1ers, no sure-fire formulas 
for coping with fear and grief. 
But we as Christians have been 
called to "the abundant Life." 
We must learn to seek understan-
ding in every aspect of that Life-
or s.adly accept that fear of death 
is only another form of death, 
and that we have said yes to one 
more death thail.::.i-ms necessary. 

Priscilla Palmer 

Death is our ultimate remin-
der of our need of God. 

Jesus··Christ· is our·.-ul·timate 
reminder that God is a God of love. 

Bobby Evans April 14-, 1975 



Student ?astor~tes: cont. 
I I ._r, 

.! . 

which they come in which they Are kn8wn. A stu~ent usually has 
personal contrcts in the area from which he c~mes whii~ ~ill mnke it 
easier for him to finct a church there than elsewhere~ and.easier for 
him to· find a chu~ch .there t_han f,)r a, stuclent from ,"lutsirJe the area. 
One thing is cert?in: if we are to mRintain anythinB lik~ the 
percentape of stu~ent pastnrs which we hPve had in the recent past, 
more students must b,c w i 1 1 in g t., o ~re"· t er c). is tan c es ., 

In making these sug~estions, I have been thinkin~ m~inly of 
stdfent pastnrs, 8nrl there are more students lnnkin~ for pastorates 
than for all nther catP~ories of work combined. Summer work is the 
only caterory where the deman~ for workers is ~reater then the 
sup0ly of stu~ents 2vailable. Music is the ahility which is in the 
shortest su'.J'.·:ly the year · rounc'. Thus, c1nother way in which stuc 1ents 
can help themsFlves an~ eoch other is for tho~e who have the tnient 
for speciPlizc~ ministries or _the flexibi~itf to-move away for the 
summ~r to pursue opoortunities for which ~ther stu~ents mifht not 
he ?.~le to oualify. · 

These ~re just some of the ways in which stude~ts ~an help them-
selves and one nnother. Some of them call for no personal sacrifice 
2t all. Others call for a willingness to r,,:ive up whc1.t mi;;ht be a 
more ~esir2ble ooportunity for 0neself in orfer th2t others miPht 
he.ve opportunities. "Let each of you look not only to his own 
intersts, but also. to thC' intersts of others" ("0 hil. 2:4 RSV). 

******************** 

From the Book: Brian Picc~lo-P Short Season By Jean~~e Morris 

Brian and I ha~ such a short time tog~ther after our ~arringe,and 
we were so nverwhelmef with foo~hell end the babies coming that 
sometimes I feel I was cheat~d, 

But I know I was also very ~uc~y. I knew my husband was special 
to me but it wasn't until after _his death that I began to realize 
fully that he he( ~re~t oimenston, ~espite his youth. 

He must hnve hacl fears-we a°li r'o. But he cli<'"'n't bur0en anyone-
not even me-not even durin~ ~is terrible illness. Not once did 
Brian let up in his fi~ht ag~inst cancer. Not once oic he acknow-
le~ge the possibility nf defeat. 

My Brian was such a p2rtici9ant in life, every ounc~ and ~hase of 
it · H c w o u 1 ,, make the most · rl'r.rl in r. r y thin:; s s n e c i a 1 . Ju s t t 2 k in P, 
L m r i , Tr a c i , en r1 X r is t i t ·, b u.y' . sh o .. s w a s <-'. n e v P n t , a. ch::., n c e to 
la.ugh anrl ::-,l?y. 

Becaus~ Brian w~s s~lf-reliant an~ willino to mak0 all of 
decisions, I f~p~nct~d 6n him Prt~tly. Nnw I must le2rn from 

our 
him. 

He ~nf I think I'm mrking GroPr~ss. Brian h~liLved in himself. 
knew h ,_, co u 1 c1 m r k e thin P's h · :) pen • He ha c1 no conceit , b 1, t he w a s 
br?zen in his self-confi,'ence. 

If someone ~iv~s you P com-liment, he usef to tell me, say 'thank 
you ' - don ' t pretend mo r1 es t y . If y () u kn, w you can r1. o s '.)met hi n g , c1 o it 

Now when our attorney, Irwin J,'nn, calls anf tells me "bout some 
sticky le~2l or financial thinP I h~ve to tRk~ c2re· of Pn~ he says, 
" D 0 yo u t h i n k y o u c an h " n r' 1 e i t ? " I t ,_, 11 h i m , "Don ' t w o r r y I r w i n , 
I'll be great." 

Joy Piccolo, 
August, 1970 

(Brian's 
wife) 



SOME PEHSPECT.VES O GRIEF 
by P iscilla Palmer 

, :,.::;:1 if: e pr~\_. ted to play a supportive role in every area 0£ the lives 
o.f ..... ~,1. ' "i" c:o:. qrega· io = T _ l f d ath is o£ten the most di.f.ficult sphere 
in ih:i h (: m st i.•1ork, 2specially if h has never been personally confronted by 
t e. d ath :fa oved oneo With this awareness~ I have written this article out 
of my own experience and .from my observations of those close to me who have worked 
though a significant loss in their lives.,, I want at this time to thank my father, 
Or., Wil · am E~ Denham ,Jr,., 1 £or many of the ideas expressed in this articleo As 
a father and a counselor 1 he aided my understanding 0£ grief--particularly as my 
:family worked through the mourning associated with the death of my mothero I hope 
this article .may aid any minister as he helps a :family understandt express, and 
ultimately pass through grie.fo 

There are several aspects 0£ grief o:f which one should be awareo Sensitivity 
to the possibility 0£ certain elements 0£ mourning may be invaluable in guiding 
a minister through that area of pain which is not his own but which he must shareo 
I have listed ten components which may be a part 0£ one's grieving patternQ These 
should be understood as generalizations which would have shadings 0£ di:f:ference 
with everyone who greiveso Perhaps most basic and important to know is that while 
certain expressions 0£ pain may be unexpected, almost nothing is abnormal within 
the area of grie:fo 

lo Each person's r~action to death is highly individualo Even within a £amil 
unitj the expressions o; grie£ are o£ten markedly differento The differences may 
cause problems i£ one person in the family feels another is not "showing enough 
respect" for the deado Or if one member sees his expression of grief as "odd" in 
relation to the rest of the family, he may feel guiltyo In both cases, each person 
should be made to understand that the dif'ferences are very normalo There is no 
ncorrect" expression of grief» any more than any expression is incorrecto Each 
person has had a unique relationship with the dead one, and each person will cope 
with his loss in an individual waye 

2o The only "wrong" way to handle grief is to try to suppress ito Grief' will 
not go away by ignoring ito Stifling tears or emotions may be possible to acer-
tain extents but the result Dlay be a grie:f that continues over a prolonged period 
of. time,, (There are instances of people who have never fully "gotten over" the 
death of a loved one until 10-20 years later when they finally allowed an honest 
expression or their grief,,) Grief will not dissipate by plugging dam 0£ our emotion 
it will only be gone when we have poured it all out in full expression~ 

3o The length 0£ mourning varies as greatly as does the mode of expression@ 
"average" time span for grie.f is f'rom 6 months to two yearsJ although even this 

should not be taken rigidlyo The length will be determined by»the willingness to 
. £ • . f d l/NEXPE,c.-,6,£J 1 . d give ree expression to grie, whether or not the eath was~ the genera attitu e 

about death surrounding the mourner, the areas of shared experiences (see #7), 
and the personality of the one who grieves,. Very often there will be extreme grief 
at the first knowledge of the death (even if the death is still projected in the 
future)~ then the expressions will gradually subside in intensity and frequency 
until the full extent of grief is spent,, It is not rare for a person to have 
worked through two years of mourning and not to have had any extreme moments 0£ 
grief for 4~8 months and suddenly be overwhelmed by one final very intense griev~ 
ing spello The time length is not predictable or controllable~ It simply must 

e lived through, 
4o Grief can become a habit or can be artificially prolonged i.f a person 

comes to use it as a crutch for evading the 1Qneliness that comes with the full 
cceptanc~ o:f the death,., usually if the time 0£ mourning is much over 2 years and 

·s still very intense some counseling may be needed~ (continued) 



("Grief" continued) 
Even here, an individual's own timing must be taken into consideration, but the 
death should not be allowed to take the life of the mourner tooo 

5. The extended period of grief may be due to an unwillingness to confront 
the emotional impact of separation. There is a time when the mourner must "say 
good-bye'' to the loved one. This does not mean a cessation of grief or memories, 
but it does mean a shift back into coping with other relationships and the accep-
tance of the gap that is present with the loss of the loved one. Very often, the 
living will continue addressing thoughts to the one who is gone. When one says 
good-bye (or emotionally accepts the loss as final in some way), this habit of 
continuing to relate strongly to the dead one as if he were alive usually goes. 
The timing £or acceptance of the death is also variable and should not be pressed 
unless the living person is crippled with !!hanging on." Normally one will say 
£arew~ll when there is enough emotional strength to handle it, perhaps within 
6 months to a year after the death. 

6. The acceptance of the death of another is complicated because it often 
means a loss of some part of the mourner. In my case, it was difficult to say 
good-bye to my mother because I felt as though I were losing a major part of my 
childhood. Only she knew and remembered parts of my past and with her death, I 
had to fully accept that I was not a child. Accepting her death meant I could 
not even go back to childhood and lack of responsibility through my mother's 
memories. I had lost a part of me because I had lost my mothero The areas of 
loss of self vary according to the relationship and the areas of life shared with 
the departed. But there comes a time when we must say good-bye to the dead and 
the part of ourselves that they possess--hope£ully, while affirming the meaning 
and value that were a part of that relationship. 

7. Expressions 0£ grief often confuse even the one who is grieving. A 
mourner himself does not understand why an incident will unexpectedly trigger 
months or years after the deatho With:i.n him there is the question of why grief 
crops up so unexpectedly a.nd why grieving is not finished within any specified 
length of time. There are, I think, two reasons £or the sporadic and uncertain 
timing 0£ grief. The first reason is that the mourner has shared particular area 
of his life with the loved one. As he remembers the experiences, he is forced in 
an awareness of loss. Also he sometimes "_forgets" the person is dead and momen-
tarily expects to see or hear the loved one within a certain context; the remem-
bering is almost a reopening of the original wound. These areas that bring grief 
are fairly explicable to ourselves and others. It is the second kind of grief 
which is puzzling--those areas not shared with the loved one in any way, those ne 
experiences which are totally separate of any memory of the other person. I 
think if the mourner would examine these incidents carefully, he would £ind that 
these are areas which he subconsciously assumed would (,or should) be shared with 
the one who is gone. In my experience, my mother died over a year before I was 
married, but as the wedding plans were being formulated I re-experienced £lashes 
of grief. I had always known my mother would be present to help me with my weddi 
Because I had projected my mother into my wedding plans, I grieved as I went alon 
through experiences in reality which I had "shared" with my mother in fantasy. 
There are many other cases which a.re, of course, not so obvious, but are also tim 
of "should be" sharing. It is only after most of these fantasy areas are touched 
and we are allowed to experience grief in relation to them that we finish these 
bouts of mourning which seemingly come from "nowhere. 11 

8. Almost everyone experiences guilt in the wake of the death of 
After an initial feeling of loss, there come feelings 0£ inadequacy in relation 
to what should have been done. Always more care, more attention, more time, more 
something could have been done. As long as someone is living, one can so somethi 
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finality of death comes the realization that one can do no more for the 
loved one~""and immediately things come to mind which one tvshould" have done. The 
mourner must be made to realize though, that the loved one would not want him to 
cast·gate himself £or what he did not doo He must exercise faith that the person 
was grateful for what he did do and accepted his humanity in those places where 
he £ailedo Sometimesi a mourner at this point 0£ guilt will question whether he 
was loved by the departed 1 considering all he "did not doo" Every instance should 
be used to remind the grieving one that the deceased did love himo This feeling 
is a result 9 I think! 0£ our frustration at not being able to stop the death (and 
consequently a feeling o:f inadequacy about everything else concerning the loved 
one)., 

9o On emotion which may not be expected by the mourner is that of angexo 
one who is grieving will suddenly be aware he is angry at the departed (causing 
more guilt because he 0 shouldn°t" feel anger) or perhaps anger at others for what 
t.._~~ did:n°t do :fo'Jr ·he deado The anger is usually irrational in direction. I 
remember being angry because my mother had died two weeks before my 21st birthday--
angry because she had not lived to see me become. legally an adult. Of course 9 she 
did not choose to die then, nor would those two weeks have made any radical differen 
in who I was» but I~ angry and .frustratedo The ostensible reasons :for anger 
are o:ften as g~oun.dless as mine 1 but the real reason I suspect, is ·that of feeling 
abandonedo The feeling that the loved one has removed ~imself volitionally from 
the scene may be senseless to one who has not experienced that anger, but it is 
not uncommono It should be understood by griever and observer alike as valid~ 

ven if not objectively "sensible"o 
lOo Finallyp it should be noted that pa±terns of activity are likely to alter 

during the period o:f griefo It will differ according to the individual, but there 
0 11 probably be a marked incre se in activity or a period of inability to do 

anyth 0 ng0 Both are common and should not be a matter of concern unless they are 
wnusMally intense or prolonged to the point o.f being physically dangerouso Both 
are ways of coping with the emptiness that now pervades the mourner 0 s lifeo One 
is an avoidanice measure, while the other is a "giving in" emotionally to the 
helplessness of the situation. 

No one will display all of these characteristics nor experience all o.f these 
emotional elements of grie.fo But everyone will experience at least o~e o:f them, 
and we as future mou~ners and ministers to mourners should be aware 0£ these fac= 
tors as possibilitiese Above everything else I would stress the individual pattern 
o.f grief should be accepted., At this time 0£ so many other emotional pressu~es 9 

great care should be taken not to impose the idea of conformity on the one who 



PASTORAL CARE OF THE DYING 
Rev. Ted Dougherty, Ph.D. 

This article will attempt to focus on the dynamics involved in the pastoral 
care of the dying. Due to limitations of space, only some major aspects of mini-
stry in the £ace of death will be considered. "The Dying" in this material will 
represent those who are diagnosed as "terminal" since 3/4 of the American popu-
lation die of "slow" impending death (versus "accidental," sudden death), and over 
70% of Americans die in an institutional setting. 

The minister, historically, functionally and professionally is the one person 
expected to be a part of the whole process of illness, dying, death, burial, and 
readjustment. The rebirth of death interest currently has reemphasized the role 
of ministry in the care of the dying. 

Redemptive care of the dying assumes a minister has integrated and lives out 
the basic principles of pastoral care (see Wayne Oates, The Christian Pastor, and 
New Dimensions of Pastoral Care). The Pastoral Care approach attempts to: 
(a) identify the needs of the person; (b) bring to bear the Christian resources 
to meet those needs; (c) exercise incarnational ministry; and (d) evaluate and 
assess one's ministry £or future ministry and understanding. Some specific guide-
lines for pastoral care of the dying are suggested. 
What We Know About Dying People 

Research and actual ministry have revealed the following axioms about those 
in a dying situation: 
People (including children 5/6 years up) usually know when they are dying. 
Dying persons are usually looking for someone to talk to about their feelings, 
and they usually use symbolic language to discover who is listening. They expect 
others to take initiative toward them. 
Talking about death with a dying person will not increase £ears nor cause a person 
to "give up"; it actually is therapeutic and redemptive. 
People tend to die as they have lived (personally and spiritually), but there is 
the possibility of significant change and/or conversion. 
Feelings of abandonment and loneliness are the major fears of dying persons (loss 
of human contact). 
Some persons want to die (they are not afraid of death) and they wish £or death. 
These are people who are not suicidal or psychotic. 
The professionals (including ministers) caring for an institutionalized terminal 
patient usually have more trouble in dealing with death th~n the paxient. 
(see A. D. Weisman, On Dying and Denying). 
The Dying Process 

Research and actual ministry have confirmed an identifiable and predictable 
dying process which mainly consists of emotional stages coinciding with physical 
deterioration. 

Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (On Death and Dying) pioneered a new era in under-
standing the dying person. She has identified the process of dying from her work 
with terminal patients: 

1) Denfal 4) Depression 
2) Anger 5) Acceptance 
3) Bargaining 6) Hope is the crucial factor 
Rev. Carl Nighswonger ("Ministry to the Dying As a Learning Encounter", The 

Journal of Pastoral Care, vol. XXVI, June, 1972, pp.86-92), offers another frame-
work from which to review the process of dying. He sees the minister's task as 
helping dying persons walk through the Valley of Death as it is experienced by the 
person through a series of dramas which can lead to fulfillment: 

(continued) 



("Pastoral Care" continued) 

I. The Drama of Shock: Denial vs. Panic 
II. Th~ Drama of Emotion: Catharsis vs. Depression 

III. The Drama of Negotiation: Bargaining vs. Selling Out 
IV. The Drama of Cognition: Realistic Hope vs. Despair 
v. The Drama of Commitment: Acceptance vs. Resignation 

VI. The Drama of Completion: Fulfillment vs. Forlorness 

Pastoral Care Goals in the Care of the Dying 
Pastoral care to the dying include the following goals: (a) helping the person 

face the £act of death; (b) helping the person to 11live"through the dying process; 
(c) being a mediator between patient and family and possibly other helping profes~ 
sionals; (d) bringing to bear all of the Christian resources; (e) encouraging and 
allowing the dying person to talk out the full range 0£ their feelings caused by 
impending death; (£) facilitating the process of reviewing one's life, accom-
plishments, affirmations and faith; (g) facilitating the bringing together and com-
pleting of appropriate goals, relationships and feelings; and (h) being a represen-
tative of God and proclaiming hope. 

Death is a part 0£ life and it should be approached with goals of fulfillment 
and potential as any other stage 0£ life. A successful and redemptive dying pro-
cess is possible. 

Dr. Kubler-Ross says successful death is moving to the stage of acceptance. 
Acceptance means one has worked through and expressed feelings and faces death 
realisticaliy. Acceptance is not a happy stage, it is almost void of feeling and 
communication is diminished and is mostly non-verbal at the end. 

Dr. Avery Weisman says one can move to an "appropriate death", if the dying 
person is helped in the following ways: 

a) pain and suffering reduced 
b) emotional and social impoverishments kept to a minimum 
c) encourage person to operate on as high and effective level as possible 
d) recognize and resolve residual conflicts (healing broken relationships 

and utilizing confession) 
e) satisfy remaining wishes which are consistent with the present plight 
£) help person yield control to others in whom he has confidence 

Theological Considerations 
Dying brings to the surface our most basic fears: (a) £ear of abandonment; 

(b) £ear of pain and suffering; (c) £ear of not being loved. These psychological 
£ears are correlated with theological dynamics. 

Dying causes us to £ace the £act that: (a) we are £ini te a'nd not able to live 
forever; (b) we are not in control and have limited power; (c) we do not have a 
permanent geographical place; (d) we are pilgrims and life is gift; (e) quality 
of life becomes significant versus quantity of life; (£) termination does bring 
judgment and assessment on who one is and what one has done. 

Paul Tillich has stated in his Systematic Theology that one cannot truly 
have the "courage to be" until death and non-being have been faced. 
Pastoral Care Guidelines 

Some guidelines for pastoral care to the dying are o££e~ed to be adapted to 
individual needs and circumstances. 
1. Presence (incarnation) and empathy (understanding) are the most important 

pastoral resources one can bring to the person who is dying. 
2. Try to extablish where person is in the stages of dying by eliciting and listen-

,ing to feelings (symbolic language), then facilitate the person to die 
"successfully". 



("Pastoral Care 11 continued p.3) 

3. Identify feelings when you hear them and encourage more, letting the person 
know they are normal. 

4. Remember that the purpose of religion in death is to help the person to be able 
meet the situation with a sense of reality, a healthful expression of feelings, 
and a capacity to reinvest emotional capital (Herman Feifel). 

5. It is not as important to know what the diagnosis is as it is to know what the 
person thinks and feels. 

6. Use prayer and scripture to identify the person's feelings of death. These 
resources can also be used to teach a person the Christian view of death. 

7. Help the person "set his house in order" 
1) practical matters (will, finances, arrangements) 
2) talking to those close to him and sharing feelings that have been held 

back. 
3) offer confession and forgiveness 
4) write letters or diary 

Help person re£le6t on his life and pull together meanings and contributlons. 
Some dying persons very openly and frankly discuss their funeral and what 
scripture, hymns and thoughts they £eel are meaningful. 

10.Be a spiritual mediator between person and his family. 
11.Assess what the experience means to you both personally and spiritually. 
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